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KITCHEN-CABINET. 

1,014,831. Specification of Letters Patent. 

C . 

To alluvhom it may concern- O 
Beitknown that I, JosEPHILONG, a citi 

zen of the United States, residing at Evans 
ville, in the county of Vanderburg and State 
of Indiana, have invented a new and useful 
Kitchen-Cabinet, of which the following is 
a specification. , 
This invention is an article of kitchen 

furniture comprising in its make-up a sink 
and a drainer or drip tray, both mounted on 
slidable frames within the framework or 
casing of the cabinet and each capable of be 
ing inverted So that instead of havingits 
dished side uppermost its flat side shall be 
uppermost and will constitute a table-top 
or shelf. The details of construction are 
hereinafter described and claimed. In the drawings:-Figure 1 is a perspec 
tive view of the sink constructed in accord 
ance with the present invention. Fig. 2 is 
a vertical sectional view therethrough taken 
i a plane from front to rear and showing 
the water container reversed soasto present i its under side uppermost whereby the device 
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may be utilized as a table. Fig. 3 is a detail 
perspective view of the drainer removed 
from the frame of the device. Fig. 4 is a 
detail plan view showing the manner of 
forming the drain in the water container of 
the device. Fig. 5 is a vertical transverse 
sectional view showing a slight modification 
of the invention. 
As shown in the drawings, the cabinet 

embodying the present invention includes, 
in the structure of its frame, sides 6, a rear 
wall 7, and a division wall or partition 8 
which extends from side to side and from 
the rear Wall 7 to the front of the frame and 
lies in a plane parallel with the top thereof. 
The frame further includes a frame-like top 
having end portions 9 whichare secured upon 
the sides 6, and a rear connecting portion 
10 which extends along andissecured to the 
upper edge of the rear wall 7 of the frame, 
the inner edges of the said end and connect 
ing portions 9 and 10 respectively, project 
ing inwardly beyond the inner faces of the 
sides and rearwall of the frame asis clearly 
shown in the sectional views of the draw 
ing. Further, there are provided front legs 
11 and rear legs 12 which serve to support 
respectively the front andreari corners of 
the frame. Secured beneath and extending 

- from front to rear of the said partition ina 
55 line substantially midway betweenits endsis 

a strip 13, beneath which in turnis screwed 

one edge of a rectangular board 14 which 
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at its other edge is secured to one of the 
sides 6 of the frame of the device, it being 
in this manner positioned beneath one end 
half of the partition 8 in a plane parallel 
with respect thereto. 
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Secured upon the upper face of the par 
tition 8 along the forward edge thereofisa 
cleat 15 anda similar cleat 16 is secured in 
a corresponding position upon the board 
14. A supporting frame is mounted to slide 
upon the partition 8 andisheld between the 
same and the overhanging inner edges of 
the ends 9 and connecting piece 10 of the 
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frame-like top of the device, the said sup 
porting frame being composed of parallel 
upright side members 17, a connecting up 
right frame piece 18, and a cross cleat 27 se 
cured across the bottom of said membersat 
their rear ends. The frame piece 18 con 
nects the rear ends of the members 17 which 
are unconnected at their forward ends and 
areeach formed with a longitudinally ex 
tending slot 19 which at its forward end 
has a downward extension or notch 20. The 
sink into which the dishes to be washed are 
introduced, is composed of a bottom 21, ends 
22, and parallel Walls 23 which connect the 
extremities of the end walls 22 and are 
either the front or rear wall of the recep 
tacle depending upon the position of the 
sink in the frame. 
riorly with sheet metal, as indicated by the 
numeral 24 so that water therein will not 
come in contact with the wood and at one 
corner, one of the walls 23 is formed with a 
discharge spout or gutter 25, this wall be 
ing theone which is indicated at the for 
ward side of the sink when it is in position 
to receive water and utensils to bewashed. 
This sink is supported in the frame includ 
ing the members 17 and 18, by means of 
suitable studs 26 which project from the 
outer faces of the end walls 22 thereof and 
work in the slots 19 in the said members 17 
of the supporting frame, it being under 
stood that by sliding this supporting frame 
outwardly unti it assumes a position sub 
stantially as shown in dotted lines in Fig. 2 
of the drawings, the sinkmay be tilted, also 
as shown in dotted lines in the said figure 
of the drawings, for the purpose of empty 
ing the water therefrom by way of the 
spout or gutter 25 and that furthermore, 
when the supporting frame is in this posi 
tion, the sinkmay be reversed so that either 
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Fig. 1 of the drawings, the sink is in posi 

side may be presentedupwardlywhen again 
slid into position in the mainframe of the 
device. will be observed that the studs 26 
are headed and that the slots in hich the 
studs work, are broader at the outer faces of 
the members in which they are formed than 
at the inner or opposed faces of said mem 
bers. By this construction, the side mem 
bers 17 of the frame are held against sepa 
ration or spreading which would beliable 
to occur were it not for the fact that the 
studs 26 were headed andare carriedb 
receptacle whichis slidably mounted be 
tween the said side members 17. When its 
dished side is uppermost asillustrated in 
tion to receive water and dishes or the like 
to bewashed but when reversed, its plane 
under side is uppermost and may be used 
as a table. 
As in the case of the partition 8, the 

board 14 supports a sliding frame com 
posed of sides 28 and a connecting frame 
piece 29 and bottom cleat 27º which con 
nect therearends of the sides, these sides, as 
in the case of the sides 17 of the supporting 
frame for the container just described, be 
ing formed with longitudinally extending 
slots 30 which at their forward ends have 
downward extensions or notches 31. The 
side members 28 of the sliding frame are 
furthermore formed in their inner faces 
with vertically extending grooves 32 which 
communicate with the slots 30 opposite their 
extensions 31; and supported between the 
said sides, through the medium of studs.33 
which project into the slots 30, is a draining 
tray 34 which is substantially identical in its 
construction with but only half as wide as 
the sink before described and is lined in the 
same manner, it being removable however 
from between the side members 28 of theslid 
ing frame by which it is supported, by lift 
ing the studs 33 from engagement in the 
slots 30 by way of the grooves 32. As is 
clearly illustrated in Fig. 2 of the drawings, 
this draining tray is provided in its front 
and rear sides with recesses 35 in which 
the hands may be engaged for the purpose 
of carrying the tray. 

In use, the sink is disposed in the posi 
tion shown in Fig. 1 of the drawings, and 
as the dishes arewashed therein, they are 
deposited in the draining tray 34 to drain, 
this tray being slid outwardly from the 
frame to the positionshown in Fig. 1 in 
which position its stud 33 will engage the 
downward extension 31 of the slot 30 and 
its rear end will stand beneath the forward 
edge of the partition 8 with the cleat 27a 
nearly in contact with the cleat 16. After 

º the tray has been filled with dishes or other 

65 
utensils, it is slid outwardly to a further de 
gree and the handsare inserted in the re 
cesses 35 in the frontand rear walls thereof 

the 
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and the tray removed from its º: 
frame and carried to any desired place 
where the dishes areto be dried. It will be 
readilly understood of course that by pro 
viding the slots 30 with the downward ex 
tensions 31 and the slots 19with the down 
ward extensions 20, the sink and tray may 
readily pivot, while being reversed without 
binding against the side members of the frame in which they are supported. 
The sliding frames are bypreference both 

provided with these downward extensions 
or notches, so that when either the sink or 
the tray is to be inverted, its studs will have 
well defined bearings in which to turn; but 
these two elements differ to the extent that 
the studs 26 of the sinkhave enlarged outer 
ends as shown in Fig. 5 so that they cannot 
be removed from their supporting frame, 
whereas the studs 33 of the tray are merely 
pins and its supporting frame has the up 
right grooves 32 in line with the notches 
31 so that the tray member can be removed. 
The latter is obviously drawn out asseen 
in Fig. 1: when the sink is being used for 
washing dishes which are of course passed 
from the sink to the tray, yet the tray is 
not drawn out So far that it cantilt and 
dump the draining dishes in case a pre 
:": of their weight should be placed 
orward of the pivot line between the two 

studs 33. When this tray is to be lifted off 
and the dishes carried away with it (and 
also at other times when it is desired to 
invert the tray) it is necessary to draw it 
a little farther out than shown in Fig. 1, 
and this act draws its supporting frame out 
to the limit of its movement. Said limitis 
reached when the cleat 27º strikes the cleat 
16, and at that time the rear end member of 
the tray will clear the front edge of the 

( 

cleats i5 and 16.. The same construction · 
is purposely followed with respect to the 
sink and its supporting frame, the latter 
sliding beneath the inner edges of the end 
pieces 9 of the surrounding frameworkor 
casing as above described. Whether this 
sinkbe drawn out by hand or by mechanical 
means yet to be described, I consider it im 
portant that it may not commence to tilt 
as soon as it is drawn forward a little way 
or even a considerable way the purpose ob viously being to prevent from dropping a 
valuable load of dishes as is the case with 
the same construction of the tray and its support. 
In cases where the movable sinks con 

structed in accordance with the presentin 
vention are made of considerable size, for 
example as when designedfor hoteluse, it 
is expedient that means be provided for 
evenly and reliably moving the supporting 
frame. Such means is illustrated in Fig. 
5 of the drawings as embodied in a shaft 
36 having at one end a crank handle 37 l 
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wherebyit may be rotated, thišshaft being 
journaled to extend longitudinally beneath 
the edges of the side members of the frame, 
and the said shaft has fixed thereon at 
points in a plane with the Said side members 
toothed pinions 38 which mesh with racks 
39 formed on or embedded in the under 
edges of said sides so that rotation of 
this shaft in one direction will feed the 
supporting frame forwardly out of the main 
frame, and rotation of the shaft in an oppo 
site direction will return the frame to nor 
mal position. Where the sinks are made of 
a size intended for household use, however, 
handles 40 are provided at the forward 
ends of the end members of the supporting 
frame for the receptacle or container, which 
handles may be readilly grasped for the 
purpose of withdrawing the frame, as will 
be readilly understood. 
What is claimed is:– 
A kitchen cabinet comprising a frame 

work including an open top with overhang 
ing ends, a full-length horizontal partition 
connecting the ends of the framework, a 
strip depending therefrom, a half-length 

º partition connecting the strip with one end 

30 

of the framework, and cleats across the 
front edges of both partitions; a support 
ing frame over each partition and com 
prising side bars movable over said cleats, 

33 

and a bottom cleat secured across the lower 
edges of Said bars at the rearend of this 
frame, the bars of the upper frame having 
slots of dove-tailed cross sections and those 
of the lower frame having plain slots with 
grooves rising from their outer ends, all 
said slots having depressions at their outer 
ends; a sinkhaving headed studs in its sides 
engaging the slots in the upper supporting 
frame, and a discharge spout in one front 
corner of said sink; a tray having plain 
studs in its sides engaging the slots in the 
lower supporting frame and removable out 
of the grooves at the outer end thereof, the tray being disposed beneath the spout end 
of the sink and having handles in its front 
and rear ends, the notches at the front ends 
of all slots being so disposed relative to the 
position of the frame-cleats that when the 
latter are in contact with the partition 
cleats the members whose studs rest in said 
notches may be inverted or tilted and the 
tray member may have its studs lifted out 
of said grooves. 
In testimony that I claim the foregoingas 

my own, I have hereto affixed my signature 
in the presence of two witnesses. 

JOSEPHILONG. 
Witnesses: 

HENRY HAAs, 
JACoB STOFLETTo. 
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